Scru-Seal Installation Instructions

**SINGLE WRAPPED**

1. Insert end of rack into housing and turn screw just enough to engage rack. Be sure words “THIS SIDE UP” on rack are facing operator.

2. Bend end of band toward underside to form a 1”-2” hook and insert in band slot of housing. Wrap the assembly snugly around object and at a point TWO INCHES BEYOND first serration, cut, then bend a second 1”-2” hook toward underside of band.

3. Insert hook into either band slot on both housing and rack and flatten with thumb, forming clamp. Tighten screw with screwdriver to desired tension. Clamp is complete.

**DOUBLE WRAPPED**

Wrapping TWICE around gives greater strength. For double wrapped, wrap band around object same as step #2 and insert band again through same housing slot and wrap band snugly around second time. Measure and cut same as step #2. Flatten last hook with thumb, check alignment of the two bands and tighten screw with screwdriver to desired tension. Clamp is complete.